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Abstract -Natural  selection is the central concept of Dar- 
winian evolution and hence selection is central for evolutionary 
computation. Naive models of evolution define natural selection 
as a process which brings in differential reproductive capabil- 
ities in organisms of a population, and hence, evolutionary al- 
gorithms implement selection by differential reproduction: the 
fittest members of the population are reproduced preferentially 
at  the expense of the less fit members of the population. For- 
mal models in evolutionary biology often subdivide selection into 
components called ‘episodes of selection’ to capture the different 
complex mechanisms of nature by which Darwinian evolution 
can occur. In this paper we introduce the concept of ‘episodes 
of selection’ in evolutionary computation by means of “A Con- 
ceptual Evolutionary model”(ACE-model). This model captures 
selection in two episodes in two phases of evolutionary cycle. 
Here we give formal description of ACE-model, in which one can 
mechanize the two phases in different possible ways. To demon- 
strate the concept of episodes of selection we propose evolution- 
ary algorithms based on ACE-model, by giving simple mecha- 
nisms for implementation of two phases. Finally we discuss the 
importance of introducing episodes of selection in evolutionary 
algorithms by simulations of proposed evolutionary algorithms 
for function optimization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Evolutionary algorithms mimic Darwinian evolution i.e., 
“evolution by natural selection” since Darwinian evolution is 
intrinsically a robust search and optimization mechanism [4]. 
Evolutionary computation uses the metaphor of mapping 
“problem solving” onto a simple model of evolution as shown 
below [6 ] :  

Evolution u Problem Solving 
environment t) problem 

fitness t) quality 
organism t) candidate solution 

In any kind of evolutionary algorithm, selection forms 
an important operator due to its independence of the actual 
search space. Current evolutionary algorithms propose sev- 
eral selection mechanisms, by viewing natural selection as a 
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process which brings in differential reproductive capabilities 
in a population. But the formal models of Darwinian evolu- 
tion capture the complex mechanisms of natural selection by 
dividing it into components which are called “episodes of se- 
lection”. Two such important episodes are viability selection 
and firtility selection, both of which occur in an evolutionary 
cycle. Viability selection results due to differences in survival 
capabilities and fertility selection results due to differences in 
reproductive capabilities of organisms in a population respec- 
tively. 

The concept of ‘survival mechanism’ is first captured 
in evolutionary algorithms by “A Conceptual Evolutionary 
model”(ACE-model) [2]. The modified and generalized ACE- 
model is given in [3] which mechanizes survival by Malthu- 
sian principle of population. 

Now, in this paper we introduce two episodes of selection 
into evolutionary computation by means of ACE-model. We 
discuss essential biological concepts which motivated ACE- 
model in Section 11, and in Section I11 we give formal pre- 
sentation of ACE-model. We propose a simple mechanism to 
construct evolutionary algorithms on ACE-model in Section 
IV and discuss the importance of various parameters through 
simulation studies in Section V. 

11. DARWINIAN EVOLUTION 

A. Evolution by Natural Selection 

Evolution is a process that results in heritable changes in a 
population spread over many generations. Darwin was the 
first to explain the process of evolution by natural selection. 
Darwin used ‘fitness’ in evolutionary sense and then Spencer 
phrased natural selection as “survival of fittest” [lo]. In this 
section we briefly discuss fitness as a concept. 

B. The Concept of Fitness 

In evolutionary biology the term ‘fitness’ was used long be- 
fore an attempt was made to quantify it. In the ‘Darwinian 
evolution’(evo1ution by natural selection), fitness was used to 



describe an organism’s vigor, or the degree to which an or- 
ganism ‘fits’ into its environment i.e., literally it represents 
the survival capability of organisms in terms of the struggle 
between organisms for limited resources (biotic competition) 
and the struggle against features such as drought, of the non- 
living physical environment (abiotic competition). 

While attempting to quantify fitness biologists started view- 
ing natural selection as an abstract process which brings in 
evolutionary change, rather than as a specific process. This 
led them to define fitness in terms of reproductive success 
of organisms. In mathematical terms it is defined as the ex- 
pected number of offspring an organism(which has survived) 
can produce for next generation. Fitness is also defined in 
terms of expected number of offspring that will survive but 
[ 111 warns about measuring fitness ‘across the generations’. 

C. Selection Episodes and Fitness Components 

Even though fitness, defined as the expected number of off- 
spring, captures abstract, simple and wide perspective of evo- 
lutionary change, it ignores some of the finer aspects of evo- 
lutionary process which may bring in different kinds of evo- 
lutionary changes. These finer aspects can be captured by di- 
viding natural selection into components called episodes of 
selection [ 1 11. 

Not only selection has an impact on the traits that deter- 
mine how likely it is for an organism to survive from the egg 
stage to adulthood, but it equally has an impact on the traits 
that determine how successful an adult organism is likely to 
be in having offspring [9]. Hence we can identify two impor- 
tant episodes of selection viz., viability selection and fertility 
selection. The two life-history parameters of an organism i.e., 
viability and fertility need to be defined at this stage. Via- 
bility of an organism is the probability that organism at the 
egg stage will reach adulthood, and fertility of an organism is 
the expected number of offspring that the adult organism will 
have. Hence, viability selection causes differences in viabili- 
ties of organisms and, fertility selection causes differences in 
fertilities of organisms in a population. With respect to the 
two episodes of se1ection:viability selection(occurs from egg 
stage to reproductive-age) and fertility selection(occurs from 
reproductive-age to its death) we can view viability and fertil- 
ity as the two components of fitness. 

Note that fitness can have several components - though vi- 
ability and fertility are the important components of selection 
in ‘organismic evolution’ - for each possible episode of se- 
lection and these are defined to be ‘multiplicative’. “Natu- 
ral selection” results from variance in all the fitness compo- 
nents(except variance in male mating success due to male- 
male competition for females and/or female choice of partic- 
ular males, which is called sexual selection). For more details 
refer to the formal treatment given in [ 1 11. 

111. ACE-MODEL 

A. Approach 

ACE-model is proposed to be simple and yet it captures the 
essential features of modem evolutionary perspectives as dis- 
cussed above, in an evolutionary computation framework. 
Here, we briefly give the important features of ACE-model 
and in the next section we give a formal description of the 
same. 

In ACE-model we capture two episodes of natural selec- 
tion, in two phases of an ‘evolutionary cycle’. For the sake of 
defining selection in two episodes, we divide lifespan (equiv- 
alent to one cycle of evolutionary process) of an organism 
into two phases: pre-reproductive phase and post-reproductive 
phase. The parameter reproductive-age is defined as the age 
at which all the organisms reach adulthood to reproduce. 
We assume reproductive-age to be constant for all the or- 
ganisms under consideration, because, we are dealing with 
micro-evolution in which all the organisms belong to the same 
species. Hence we call reproductive-age as a species param- 
eter. We introduce one more species-parameter called mean- 
fertiliy which is defined as the average number of offspring 
an organism produces in its life time. This allows us to char- 
acterize reproductive phase easily. 

ACE-model has two structural components: Population and 
Environment. In this paper we give only formal definitions of 
these; for the conceptual discussions see [2] and [3]. Via- 
bility selection takes place in the pre-reproductive phase and 
fertility selection takes place in the post-reproductive phase 
which form the two phases of evolutionary cycle. The pre- 
reproductive phase and post-reproductive phase are called sur- 
vival phase and reproductive phase respectively. 

B. Definitions 

Basic definitions: Here we list out basic notation: 

organisms corresponding to particular species. 
is search-space which represents set of all possible 

w E R is an organism. 
’P is a set of all non empty multi-subsets of R and it 

r = (0, 1,2, . . .} is index set to represent the genera- 
represents set of all possible populations. 

tions (evolutionary cycle). 
Species parameters: We have two species parameters: 

R E [0,1] is reproductive-age at which all the organisms 
reach adult-hood to participate in reproduction. 
E 2+ is mean-fertility defined as average number of 
offspring each organism can give in its lifetime. 

Life span: Life span of an organism corresponds to one 
single evolutionary cycle (generation)(see Fig. 1). At 
generation t E r,  any instance is denoted by t[,] or 
t[z] (we use both the forms depending upon conve- 
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nience) where x E [0,1]. Two such important instances 
are population at t [ o ]  which is called ofspringpopula- 
tion (P(tlo]) or P(t[O])) and population at t [R] which is 
called adult population (P(t[R]) or P(t[R])). Note that 
P(t[l]) s P(( t  + l)rol) i.e., population at tll] is equiva- 
lent to offspring-population at generation t + 1, since we 
are using non overlapping generations. Also unless it is 
specifically mentioned, by saying population at time t we 
mean adult-population at time t and write this as P(t) .  

Pre-Reproductive Phase Post-Reproductive Phase 

Fig. 1. The two phases of evolutionary cycle at generation t 

Life-history parameters: We have two life-history pa- 
rameters: 
Y is viability of an organism, defined as the probability 

that it reaches reproductive-age. 
6 is fertility of an organism; it is a random variable 

which denotes the number of offspring it is going to 
give. 

Relationships between the organisms: Relationships 
among the organisms of same population or different 
populations differ by time: 
t- C R x R represents the relation ‘immediate descent’ 

defined as wi, w j  E R and wi t- w j  if and only 
if wi “causally produces” w j  [ 5 ] .  w j  is said to be 
immediate-descent of wi. The relation I- is asymmet- 
ric, irreflexive and nontransitive relation. (For abstract 
definition see [7 ] )  

R x R represents the relation ‘descent’ defined 
as wi,  w j  E R and w, 1 wj if and only if w, I- w j  
or 3 { ~ k } ~ = ~  c R, rn < o;, such that wi I- WI t- 
w2 . . . w, t wj. w j  is said to be descent of wi. The 
relation + is asymmetric, irreflexive and transitive re- 
lation. 

,L= 

C. System 

Structure: ACE-model has two structural units population 
(P( t ) )  and environment (E t )  defined as follows [2 ] :  
~ ( t )  is population at time t and ~ ( t )  = {Wk}& a 

non-empty multi-set of organisms 
wk is an organism Vlc = 1 . . . Nt 
Nt is population size at time t 

g t  is environment at time t .  Et = ( 
f : R + R is fitness landscape 
Kt is carrying-capacity of the environment, which 

is an ‘ability of the environment’ - the number of 
adult organisms that the environment can sustain 

: R + R, K t  ) 

Process: The evolutionary process in ACE-model consists 
of survival phase(@) followed by reproductive phase(A) 
or vice versa defined as follows: 
rk: P + P and @(P(t[o])) = P(tp1) 

is characterized by 

where V(W) is viability of organism w. 
Note that P(t(ol) 2 P( t1~1)  (multi sub set). 

is characterized by 
A: P -+ P and A(P(t[Rl)) = P(tp1) 

Prob { 3{wi}i=, c P(tp1) 3 w I- wiVi) = 

where [(instance of random variable [(w)) is 
the fertility of organism w. 

Prob {[(w) = t }  VUJ E P(t[R])  

Note that NtrRl 5 NtIIl. 

D. Mechanization of Survival and Reproductive Phases 

The mechanism of survival phase and reproductive phase in 
ACE-model depends upon the methods by which we quan- 
tify viability and fertility of organisms in a population respec- 
tively. One can specify these mechanisms “functionally” or 
‘operationally”. By operational we mean that we give steps to 
perform survival or reproductive phases without quantifying 
viability and fertility explicitly. 

Usually viability of an organism in the population depends 
upon: its fitness, fitness of other organisms in the population, 
and carrying capacity. 

To mechanize reproductive phase one has to specify a 
method to assign fertilities. The actual mating process i.e., 
selecting a mate and giving birth is same as in the usual evo- 
lutionary algorithms. Note that fertility is a random variable 
and has a probability distribution. Also we would like to clar- 
ify the confusion that may arise between species parameter 
mean-fertility(<) and mean of fertility of an organism in a 
population. denotes the average number of offspring any 
organism in consideration produces, and this.is introduced to 
give an idea about fertility distribution of organism. Mean 
fertility or expectation of ran+-variable [(w) on the other 
hand is denoted by E((w) or <(w) and we prefer first notation 
to avoid confusion. Further, the distribution of ((w) depends 
upon c. One can assume particular type of distributions (for 
example Gaussian distribution) to quantify fertilities. 

We discuss specific mechanisms in the next section. 

E. Evolutionary algorithms based on ACE-model (ACE- 
algorithms) 

Fitness landscape(f : R + 3) as the objective function and 
organism(w) as a candidate solution, different evolutionary al- 
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gorithms can be developed based on ACE-model by giving 
different methods to quantify viability and fertility such that 
they are proportional to fitness values of organisms( f (w)). 
Such an evolutionary algorithm consists of random initializa- 
tion of population P(0) followed by the process P(t  + 1) = 
$ (A(P( t ) ) ) ,  with a stop criterion. Note that each evolu- 
tionary algorithm with specific A and Q depends upon R, f ,  
K t  V t  E r. 

F. Advantages of ACE-algorithms 

ACE-model is. rich enough to serve as a basic model for evo- 
lutionary algorithms. ACE-model captures two - conceptually 
and mechanically different - selection mechanisms namely 
‘selection without replacement’(viabi1ity selection) and ‘se- 
lection with replacement’(ferti1ity selection) in the two phases 
of evolutionary cycle, survival phase and reproductive phase 
respectively. It offers various parameters by which evolution- 
ary algorithms can control the selection intensities. 

ACE-algorithms can explore the following parameters: 

Kt Vt E r: An evolutionary algorithm by giving ‘control 
mechanism’ for K t  (online or offline) can control selec- 
tion intensity directly. 

R: An evolutionary algorithm can choose different inten- 
sities of these selection mechanisms by choosing R E 

an evolutionary algorithm can decide 
upon how much diversity it can introduce in the popu- 
lation. 

[O, 13. c: By choosing 

B. Reproductive Phase based on Spencer’s Hypothesis 

To mechanize the reproductive phase in ACE-model we have 
to give a method to assign probability distribution to fertility 
which is a random variable. Simplest distribution we can think 
of to represent the distribution of fertility <(w) is Gaussian. 
In this paper we have considered Gaussian distribution with 
unit variance and the expectation that depends on fitness of 
organism. We discuss such a mechanism below. 

There are several interpretations for fertility in evolutionary 
biology; one of them is due to Spencer. He interpreted fertility 
in terms of ‘survival’ of organisms. According to him: “fitness 
is capacity to survive, and survival was a pre-requisite for re- 
productive success” [ 13. That means fertility of an organism 
in a population depends upon how long it can survive after its 
reproductive age. Here we mechanize the reproductive phase 
based on this interpretation of fertility. 

To incorporate this idea into ACE-model we have follow- 
ing hypothesis: “the variance in fertility of organisms is pro- 
portional to span of reproductive period” i.e., more the repro- 
ductive period, more the organism has to participate in the 
struggle to survive. This brings in an increased difference in 
fertilities of organism. We capture this as: 

Let 6 be variance that can occur from mean- 
fertility(f). The only parameter we have to quantify 
is expectation of fertility E<(w). Hence 

E<(w) E [f - 6, + 61 for any organism w 

IV. MALTHUS-SPENCER EVOLUTIONARY Now we define variance 6 according to equation: 
ALGORITHM (MSEA) 

A. Survival Phase by Malthusian Criteria 
6 = c(l - R) 

Malthusian principle of population played a crucial role in 
evolutionary biology, and Darwin himself mechanized con- 
cept of natural selection based on it. [3] gives mechanism (op- 
erationally) for survival phase by Malthusian criteria and pro- 
poses Malthusian evolutionary algorithm. We can specify this 
functionally as: 

note that 0 5 6 5 f since 0 5 R 5 1. 
Now we assign fertilities to each of the organism in 
the adult-population P(t[R])  = { b ~ i } ~ ~ ~ .  

The proportionate relative fitness values are calcu- 
lated as: 

Let P(t[,l) = { w i } z r l  be offspring-population. 
Let { fi}zrl be corresponding fitness values and 
f i ,  2 fi, . . . 2 fiNtlol be the ordering of the fitness 
values (not necessarily distinct). Now according to 

Then we define E t ( w i )  as: 

Malthusian criteria we assign viabilities as: E<(wi) = ( F  - 6) + 26f’(wi) V i  = 1 . . . Nt[R] 

which shows assigning of E[ to each of organism 
in the interval [$ - b, f + 61 depending upon their 

where Kt  is carrying capacity. proportionate relative fitness values. 

In this mechanism K t  determines the intensity of viable se- 
lection [3]. 

This gives a simple mechanism for the reproductive phase. 
Note that R determines the intensity of fertility selection. 
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C . Algorithm 

Here we give evolutionary algorithm with survival phase 
mechanized by Malthusian criteria and reproductive phase by 
Spencer hypothesis. 

Algorithm for optimization of function f : R -+ is: 

Algorithm 1 MSEA( NO,  [, R,Kt V t  ) 
P(0) t initialize with random organisms {initialization} 
while t E T do 

\k: { survivalphase P(t[R]) = !#(P(t[ol))} 
if Ntrol 5 K t  then 

end if 
{assign viabilities according to Malthusian criteria} 
fiK, t Ktth  best fitness in P(tp1) 
for all wi E P(t[ , ] )  do 

if f(wi) 2 fi,, then 

else 

end if 

goto A 

.(Wi) = 1 

.(Wi) = 0 

end for 
for all wi E P(t[ol) do 

depending on viability v ( q )  select wi from (P( t [o~)  
to P(t[R]) without replacement 

end for 

A: {reproductivephase P(t[lj)  = A ( P ( t [ q ) ) }  
{assign expectations of fertilities according to Spencer 
criteria; note that we assume normal distribution with 
unit variance for fertilities) 
for all wi E P(+])  do 

f ’ (w i )  = {relativeJitness values} cjrl“’ f(Wj) 

El(Ui) = (t - 6) + 26f’(Ui) 
end for 
for all wi E P ( t [ q )  do 

wi participates in reproduction according to [ ( w i )  and 
include resulting offspring of wi in P(t [ l ] )  

end for 

{Note that P(tp1) = P((t  + l)[,-,])} 
t = t + l  

end while 

V. SIMULATIONS 

We discuss the simulations conducted to study the evo- 
We lutionary algorithms developed on ACE-model here. 

study multi-variable function optimization in genetic algo- 
rithms framework. Specifically, we use the following func- 
tions [S]: 

Rastrigin’s function 
je(Z) = nA + Cy.-l x: - A cos(27rxi) 
where A = 10 ; -5.12 5 xi _< 5.12 
Ackley’s function 

f g ( 5 )  = - 2Oexp( -O .2@52)  

- exp(: 
where -30 5 xi 5 30 

n cos(27rzi)) + 20 + e 

We simulate proposed algorithms with different values of 

The following parameter values have been used in all the 

Each xi in fs and fg is encoded with 5 bits and n = 30 

parameters ( and R. 

experiments : 

No = 150 
Kt  = 150Vt 
For all the experiments probability of uniform crossover 

From Fig. 2 and 3 one can see the varying behaviors of al- 
gorithm for different values of R. Note that lesser values of 
R means intensity of fertility selection is more. From Fig. 4 
and 5 one can see the varying behaviors of algorithms for dif- 
ferent values of E. 

as 
important parameters is obvious. By changing these parame- 
ters corresponding behavior of algorithms can be expected in 
a meaningful way. [3] gives simulation results for linearly de- 
creasing values of K t  in the process. K t  Vt ,  R, < constitute 
an important set of parameters for ACE-algorithms by which 
one can control intensities of the two important episodes of 
selection: viability and fertility selection. 

is 0.8 and probability of mutation is below 0.1 

From the above simulations the emergence of R and 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have introduced the concept of “two 
episodes of selection” in evolutionary computation by means 
of “A Conceptual Evolutionary model”(ACE-model). ACE- 
model is based on simple and essential concepts of Darwinian 
evolution, and it offers abstract and structural framework for 
evolutionary computation. It offers relevant parameters and 
captures two episodes of selection as two phases of evolution- 
ary cycle. One can construct various evolutionary algorithms 
by mechanizing these phases. 

Our conclusions are as follows: 

* selection captured in episodes offers better flexibility in 
bringing complex mechanisms of natural selection into 
evolutionary computation frameworks 
by controlling KtVt and choosing R and appropriately, 
we can improve efficiency of evolutionary algorithms in 
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Fig. 3. Ackley: = 4 for different values of R 

terms of convergence and quality of solutions found. 
ACE-model can be used as unified framework for evolu- 
tionary algorithms. 

We have given here an abstract presentation of ACE-model 
and we are currently working on theoretical aspects of the pro- 
posed concepts. 
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